
Intel® Digital Security Surveillance System 
Media Performance Benchmark Methodology
Performance benchmarks show how 2nd generation Intel® Core™ processors meet the 
evolving video encode, decode and application processing requirements of DSS systems.  

Digital security surveillance (DSS) systems are primarily used for security and loss  
prevention, and they are increasingly being deployed in market segments with  
more diverse usage models. In retail environments DSS systems are used for business 
intelligence to improve sales or anonymously analyze purchasing behavior. In transportation  
DSS systems provide license plate recognition to track traffic violations, and in the 
government sector DSS devices monitor public areas, such as airport terminals.

Although DSS use cases vary, a common factor across all market segments is the 
availability of video streams. In this computing environment, one of the most important 
parameters for DSS platform evaluation is media encode and media decode capability, 
and processor utilization is one of the key enablers of such capabilities in a DSS device. 
Understanding available processor utilization is critical to ensure that other applications,  
or video analytics algorithms, can be executed by the processor.

This white paper explains a media performance benchmark methodology, and includes 
a H.264 performance matrix for DVR, NVR and Hybrid DVR (Table 2) in addition to a 
H.264 media encode performance guide (Figure 5) and a H.264 media encode performance 
guide (Figure 6). The benchmark data enables evaluation of DSS platforms based on 
selected SKUs of 2nd generation Intel® CoreTM processors in three product types:  
digital video recorder, hybrid digital video recorder and network video recorder. 
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Digital Security Surveillance Product Types
Due to the different camera types connected to DSS systems, product types have a range of media processing requirements.  

Network Video recorder
A network video recorder (NVR) interfaces with IP cameras through an IP network. 
Since the video streams from IP cameras are encoded using specific codecs, the main 
tasks performed by a NVR are video decoding, storage and display.  The decoding  
resolution depends on the encoded resolution of the IP cameras. Depending on usage, 
an NVR may have video analytics capabilities. 

Digital Video recorder
Analog CCTV cameras are connected to 
a digital video recorder (DVR) through a 
coaxial cable or serial digital interface. 
The DVR encodes analog video streams 
from analog cameras, and stores them in 
local storage, most commonly on a Serial 
ATA (SATA) hard disk drive. Most analog 
cameras support standard definition raw 
video streams. High definition serial digital 
interface (HD-SDI) cameras support high 
definition raw video streams. Depending 
on usage, a DVR may have video analytics 
capabilities

hybrid Digital Video recorder
A hybrid digital video recorder (hybrid DVR) is connected to both analog cameras and IP 
cameras. A hybrid DVR will need to perform both media encoding from analog camera 
video streams and media decoding from IP camera video streams. 

Figure 3. Hybrid digital video recorder (hybrid DVR) configuration
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DSS Media Performance Benchmark Methodologies
Multiple test methods and other factors may affect the final result of a media performance 
benchmark. Raw video streams require high bandwidth for transmission and high capacity 
storage. For this reason, a video codec is used to encode the raw video streams for 
transmission and storage. To view the encoded video, a corresponding video decoder is 
required. In DSS, the common video codecs are H.264 and MPEG-2. 

hardware accelerated Codec 
The 2nd generation Intel Core processor family supports hardware accelerated media 
encode and media decode for specific codecs. Software developers can access the underlying 
hardware acceleration capabilities by using the Intel® Media Software Development Kit 
(Intel® Media SDK) API for encoding, decoding and pixel preprocessing operations. The 
Intel Media SDK is a collection of software libraries that expose the media acceleration 
interfaces to applications. The Intel Media SDK 2.0 supports video encoders for H.264 
and MPEG-2, video decoders for H.264, MPEG-2 and VC-1, and preprocessing filters  
for de-interlacing/inverse telecine, resizing, color conversion, scene change detection, 
denoising and frame rate conversion. Intel® Media SDK 2.0 is supported in Microsoft  
Windows* Vista (32 and 64-bit) and Microsoft Windows* 7 (32 and 64-bit). One of the 
advantages of a hardware accelerated media codec on 2nd generation Intel Core processors 
is that the codec operations are performed by specific fixed-function hardware blocks, 
minimizing processor utilization. This provides additional headroom for the performance 
of other tasks, such as video analytics. 

Software Codec
The software codec is executed on the Intel® architecture processor, providing  
flexibility for third-party software vendors to optimize their codec implementations on 
Intel® processors. For example, a third-party software vendor can develop an optimized 
H.264 software codec on Intel architecture to integrate with specific video management 
system. It is common for DSS solution providers to differentiate their products by  
implementing proprietary software codecs which differ from codec standards such as 
H.264 or MPEG-2

Intel® DSS Media Performance Benchmark
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Media Performance Benchmark Parameters 

Channel Density
Channel density refers to the number of channels, for encoding, decoding, or both,  
that can be supported by a DVR, NVR or hybrid DVR. Common channel densities include 
4 channels, 8 channels, 16 channels, 32 channels and 64 channels. Higher channel  
densities require higher levels of performance from DSS platforms. 

Codec Parameters 
H.264 and MPEG-4 video codecs are used commonly in DVR, NVR and hybrid DVR  
systems. After the codec type is identified, the resolution of input video streams should 
be specified. D1 resolution is also referred to as standard definition with 720x480  
pixels. For high definition (HD), the video resolution is either 1080p (1920x1080 pixels) 
or 720p (1280x720 pixels). Another approach is to refer to the total number of megapixels 
(MP). For example, 1080p resolution, with 1920x1080 pixels, is approximately 2 MP. At 
the time this document is written, IP camera resolution may exceed 2 MP. For example, 
IP cameras supporting 2448x2048 pixels have a resolution of approximately 5 MP. 

A video management system (VMS) provides flexibility to configure the display of multiple 
video streams. For example, on a 1080p display monitor, a specific VMS system may 
support the display of up to 16 video streams. Assuming that the original resolution of 
all the video streams is 1080p, each individual input stream will be resized, on both the 
horizontal and vertical axis, to a smaller resolution to fit into a 1080p display monitor. 
Figure 4 illustrates a total of 16 video streams (in this case all are identical video content) 
tiled together on a display monitor output. 

Figure 4. Multiple video streams tiled for display

Refer to Appendix B for the sample test file information. 
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Codec Parameters Cont’d

Another factor that affects the benchmark result is frame rate, measured in frames-
per-second (fps). Higher frame rates result in larger video file sizes (and bandwidth 
requirements) in addition to higher system performance to encode or decode the video 
streams. The term “real-time encoding” or “real-time decoding” commonly refers to a 
frame rate of 30 fps per channel. This means that for every second, there are 30 frames 
captured for each video stream. Another way to represent this is to specify the total 
system frame rate. For example, with 4 channels of video encoding at 30 fps per channel, 
the frame rate can be represented as 4 x 30 fps for a total system frame rate of 120 
fps. High speed applications such as license plate recognition may require up to 60 fps 
per channel. For non-critical applications, the frame rate can be lowered to 15 fps, 5 fps 
or even 1 fps. 

 Group-of-Picture (GOP) structure refers to the sequence of frame types that the video 
encoder uses for the video stream. There are three major frame types for H.264: 
I-frame, P-frame and B-frame. I-frame is an independent frame structure, which is 
less challenging to encode but will result in a larger video file size. P-frame refers to 
the previous frames, and may have a smaller file size, assuming there are only minor 
changes between the current P-frame and the previous reference frame. However, the 
encoder must perform more tasks to compute P-frame. B-frame is a bi-directional frame 
that can refer to the previous or the next frame. B-frame may have the smallest file size, 
but it may represent the most challenging task for the encoder. I-frame and P-frame are 
widely used in DSS, while B-frame is less common. To limit frame distortion, it is normal 
practice to have at least one I-frame within every second of video. For example, if the 
frame rate of the video stream is set to 30 fps, the GOP may be I-frame, followed by  
29 P-frames.

Bit rate is the bandwidth requirement for the encoded video stream. Different scenarios 
may have different bit rate requirements, and video stream resolution will guide the bit 
rate setting. Higher video resolutions result in higher bit rate requirements to maintain 
the quality of encoded video. 

To measure the quality of the codec, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) can be used. This 
is a method used to compare the original raw video with the output video from codec. 
High quality codec implementations will have output video that is very close to original 
raw video. This paper does not discuss the measurement of PSNR, as this pertains more 
to codec design than DSS system performance.  

Processor Utilization 
One of the main factors involved in media performance benchmarking is processor  
utilization for media encode or decode operations. Understanding the available processor 
utilization is critical to ensure that other applications or video analytics algorithms can 
be executed by the processor. In the Microsoft Windows* 7 operating system, Windows* 
Performance Monitor (“logman” in Windows* command prompt) can be used to monitor 
processor utilization for the whole system. The performance monitor tool should be 
started before the media encode or decode workload begins. 

Intel® DSS Media Performance Benchmark
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Media or Video Source
Raw video from analog SDI cameras is represented in raw pixel formats, most commonly 
YUV and RGB. The Intel Media SDK 2.0 by default supports NV12, YV12, YUY2, RGB24 
and RGB32 formats. The native format for the Intel Media SDK 2.0 is NV12, and all other 
raw pixel formats are converted to NV12 before encoding begins. To understand more 
about raw pixel formats, please visit the FOURCC website (http://www.fourcc.org/). 

The complexity of video sources, such as color changes, object movements and scene 
changes should be considered when comparing media encode and decode benchmarks. 
The benchmark results may deviate widely, depending on the complexity of the video 
source. For example, a video depicting a quiet street view without any changes or  
object movement is relatively low in complexity compared to a video of a busy street 
with a huge crowd of people and lots of movement. In addition, the encoder may require 
additional computational resources to encode a video with many scene changes,  
compared to a video that do not have scene changes. 

Local Storage 
Local storage commonly refers to hard disk drives connected to a DSS system. Encoded 
video files will be stored in local storage for future forensic inspection. Although  
solid-state SATA drives are available, conventional magnetic hard disk drives are still 
widely deployed in DSS systems due to cost considerations. The additional cost for solid 
state drives may be justified by better read and write access times compared to hard 
disk drives. 

Another consideration is the configuration of redundant array of independent disks 
(RAID). RAID is used to increase fault tolerance of DVR, NVR and hybrid DVR systems  
in the event of local storage failure. Two or more hard disk drives are used to create  
data redundancy to support data recovery in the event of disk failure. Benchmark test  
methodology should consider appropriate RAID levels: Level 0, Level 1 and Level 5.  

external Video Capture Card
Building DVR systems with Intel architecture platforms and commercial off-the-shelf 
motherboards requires an external video capture card to convert SDI analog cameras  
to digital signals. External video capture cards may use the PCI-Express* interface to 
connect to Intel architecture–based systems. One of the factors that may affect the  
performance of the overall DVR is the capture card driver optimization. Driver optimization 
is critical if multiple channels of high definition video channels are connected to the 
video capture card. 

Network interface
IP cameras are connected to the network interface of the 2nd generation Intel Core 
processor. Other network devices may share the same network as IP cameras, and this 
can generate high amounts of network traffic that can affect video streams. Effectively, 
video decoding benchmark test results may vary due to network traffic conditions.
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Performance Matrix
This section explains the performance matrix for 2nd generation Intel Core processors  
for DVR, NVR and hybrid DVR product types. The performance matrix focuses on a 
H.264 hardware accelerated codec on 2nd generation Intel Core processors and a 
H.264 third party software codec based on the huperLab* solution. The total system 
performance may vary depending on the codec, the test methodology and assumptions 
on which the evaluation is based. Following are the assumptions and test methodology 
used in Intel’s evaluation of processor utilization. 

•   Hardware and software driver/applications are specified in Appendix A: Platform 
Configuration.

•   The H.264 hardware accelerated codec on 2nd generation Intel Core processors is 
tested with the Intel Media SDK. 

•   The huperLab* HD-SDI PCI-Express video capture card 4904Q-120, with huperVision* 
v1.55 (HV155B110603) as stated in Appendix C, is selected as third- party H.264 
software codec implementation on 2nd generation Intel Core processors. HD-SDI analog 
cameras are used to interface with huperLab* capture card for high definition tests. 

•   For hardware accelerated codec tests, the sample test file, as specified in Appendix B, 
represents the video stream used for the device under test (DUT). For the encoding 
test, the sample test file is encoded from the NV12 format to H.264. For the decoding 
test, the encoded sample test file is decoded from the H.264 format to display. There 
is no display during the encoding test. For the decoding test, multiple video streams 
are resized to fit into a single display monitor. 

•   The DUT does not enable RAID functionality for the hard disk drive. Sample test files 
in NV12 format and H.264 format are stored in the SATA hard disk drive. 

•   Network interface performance is not tested.

•   Average percentage of processor utilization is measured with Windows* Performance 
Monitor for the encoding and decoding test. Other than the operating system and 
software drivers and applications identified in Appendix A, the DUT does not execute 
other software. 

•   For hardware accelerated codec tests, H.264 encode and H.264 decode parameters 
are shown in Table 1.       

Table 1. Hardware accelerated codec H.264 encode and decode parameters

Subject to the assumptions and test configurations stated in this section and in appendix A, appendix B and Appendix C, the 2nd generation Intel Core processor  
performance matrix is shown in Table 2.

 Configuration Source Resolution Bitrate fps GOP Codec Level Codec Profile Rate Control

 1080p 1920 x 1080 10000000 30 IPPPPPPP 4.0 Main Constant Bit Rate

 D1 1920 x 1080 10000000 30 IPPPPPPP 4.0 Main Constant Bit Rate

 720p 1280 x 720 6000000 30 IPPPPPPP 3.1 Main Constant Bit Rate

Intel® DSS Media Performance Benchmark
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Table 2. H.264 Performance matrix for DVR, NVR and Hybrid DVR

Product 
Type 

Channel 
Density CPU h.264 codec Total frames- 

per-second (fps) %CPU utilization 

DVr 1080p 4 (encode)  2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120 hardware accelerated 120 fps encode 26 

DVr 1080p 8 (encode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i7-2600 3rd party software 240 fps encode 60

DVr 720p 8 (encode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120 hardware accelerated 240 fps encode 21

DVr 720p 16 (encode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i5-2400

8 (hardware  
accelerated) + 8 

(3rd party software)
480 fps encode 84

DVr D1 16 (encode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120 hardware accelerated 480 fps encode 17

DVr D1 32 (encode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i7-2600 3rd party software 960 fps encode 63

NVr 1080p 16 (decode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120 hardware accelerated 480 fps decode 38

NVr 1080p 20 (decode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120 hardware accelerated 500 fps decode 43

NVr 1080p 24 (decode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120

16 (hardware  
accelerated) + 8  

(3rd party software)
720 fps decode 77

NVr 720p 16 (decode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120 hardware accelerated 480 fps decode 21

NVr 720p 32 (decode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i5-2400

16 (hardware  
accelerated) + 16  

(3rd party software)
960 fps decode 56

NVr D1 32 (decode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120 hardware accelerated 960 fps decode 31

NVr D1 40 (decode) 2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120 hardware accelerated 600 fps decode 24

hybrid DVr 
1080p  

4(decode) + 
4(encode)

2nd generation intel® 
Core i5-2400 hardware accelerated   120 fps decode + 

112 fps encode 64

hybrid DVr 
1080p 

8(decode) + 
8(encode)

2nd generation intel® 
Core i5-2400 hardware accelerated 200 fps decode + 

112 fps encode 79

hybrid DVr 
720p

8(decode) + 
8(encode)

2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120 hardware accelerated 120 fps decode + 

120 fps encode 78

hybrid DVr 
720p

16(decode) + 
16(encode)

2nd generation intel® 
Core i5-2400 hardware accelerated 288 fps decode + 

192 fps encode 57

hybrid DVr 
D1

8(decode) + 
8(encode)

2nd generation intel® 
Core i3-2120 hardware accelerated 240 fps decode + 

240 fps encode 16

hybrid DVr 
D1

16(decode) + 
16(encode)

2nd generation intel® 
Core i5-2400 hardware accelerated 432 fps decode + 

432 fps encode 48
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H.264 Media Encode Performance Guide
Figure 5 illustrates H.264 Media Encode Performance Guide, which focuses on channel density versus video resolution, 
based on the 2nd generation Intel Core processor SKUs listed in Appendix A, Appendix B and Appendix C. Achievable 
channel density performance may vary, if assumptions and test methodology differs from section 4.1.

Figure 5. H.264 media encode performance guide

H.264 Media Decode Performance Guide
Figure 6 illustrates H.264 Media Decode Performance Guide, which  focuses on channel density versus video resolution, 
based on the 2nd generation Intel Core processor SKUs listed in Appendix A, Appendix B and Appendix C. Achievable 
channel density performance may vary, if assumptions and test methodology differs from section 4.1.

Figure 6. H.264 media decode performance guide
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Appendix A: Platform Configuration

Appendix B: Sample Test File

Appendix C: huperVision* Parameters

Filename: crowd_run
500 frames at 1920x1080 resolution
tested as NV12 format

The crowd_run file is downloaded from:  
ftp://vqeg.its.bldrdoc.gov/HDTV/SVT_MultiFormat/ 

Description file at: 
ftp://vqeg.its.bldrdoc.gov/HDTV/SVT_MultiFormat/SVT_MultiFormat_v10.pdf

Display recording Parameters

1080p, 30fps h.264 Fast, 30 fps, non-stop recording, no event recording 

720p, 30fps h.264 Fast, 30 fps, non-stop recording, no event recording 

2nd Generation intel® Core™ Processor 
intel® Core™ i7-2600 Processor (D1 stepping) 3.40Ghz 
intel® Core™ i5-2400 Processor (D1 stepping) 3.10Ghz  
intel® Core™ i3-2120 Processor (D2 stepping) 3.30Ghz

Platform Gigabyte* Ga-h67M-D2-B3

hD-SDi Video Capture Card huperLab* 4904Q-120 x 2

System Memory installed 4GB DDr3-1333 x 2

Drivers
intel® Windows* 7 64-bit Graphics Driver v15.22.2.64.2372

intel® Media SDK v3.0 Beta (Version 3.0.224.28602)
intel® Chipset Device Software v9.2.0.1025

Software

Operating System: Windows* 7 enterprise 64-bit
Optimized intel internal transcoder and optimized  

intel internal player rev.28116
huperLab* huperVision* v1.55 (hV155B110603)

Intel® DSS Media Performance Benchmark
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Conclusion

For DVR, NVR and hybrid DVR product types, DSS media performance benchmark 
evaluations were conducted to measure processor utilization with typical combinations 
of channel density, video resolution, frame rate and the use of hardware-accelerated 
and software codecs. The results show that 2nd generation Intel Core processors  
provide the performance to support a variety of H.264 encode and H.264 decode  
workloads, while providing the processing headroom needed to run additional  
applications and video analytics algorithms. 

Acronyms

References
Please follow the links below for more information.

Intel® Media Software Development Kit: http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/media

FourCC: http://www.fourcc.org/

acronym expansion

DSS Digital Security Surveillance

DVr Digital Video recorder

DUT Device Under Test

NVr Network Video recorder

Va Video analytics

CMS Central Management System

VMS Video Management System

NTSC National Television System Committee

PaL Phase alternating Line

FPS Frame Per Second

SaTa Serial aTa

hD-SDi high Definition Serial Digital interface
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Software workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests 
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purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. 
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